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Although much contested, if not utterly rejected or replaced by similar notions such as “genericity”​[2]​, the old-fashioned notion of genre is unavoidable in literary as well as film theory, history, and criticism –which by the way is already a generic classification of discourses on both cinema and literature. It is perfectly possible to think of literary or film histories without authors (a stimulating idea defended by Paul Valéry for literary studies​[3]​ and currently implemented by film scholars in the context of the annual Udine conferences​[4]​), just as it is possible to have criticism focusing on stars rather than on directors or on plots and characters rather than on individual books and writers (as is the case in distant reading oriented criticism)​[5]​ or to write theory foregrounding concepts such as the senses​[6]​, but in practice nothing of all this can reasonably be thought of without discussing issues of genre, whatever definition of genre one is following and whatever stance one takes toward its usefulness.

The aim of these pages –a first step toward a broader discussion– is not to return to the existing debates on genre –the state of the art is very rich and permanently moving–, but to single out a less studied aspect of genre studies, namely the relationship between genre in literature and genre in cinema –less in order to examine how both genre systems operate, in terms of convergence or divergence, or to evaluate the historical influence of the older genre system in literature on the newer system in cinema, than to analyze the very status of the notion of genre in two related fields and to suggest that, in spite of many similarities there are also crucial differences between genre in literature and genre in cinema. In translation theory terms, one might argue that, at least to a certain extent, the transfer from literary to film genre is an example of a “false friends” relationship. 
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